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1 INTRODUCTION    

The purpose, aim and scope of VTS (Vessel Traffic Services) has remained the same 
since the beginning in the late 1940s. Efficiency, Safety and Protection of the 
Environment is to be enhanced in maritime shipping by surveillance of ship traffic from 
ashore and providing advisory information to the ships´ Officers and pilots. 

To be able to do this a few requisites must be fulfilled. There must be a VTS Centre, 
there must be a VTS Area and there must be VTS Operators. The VTS Centre must 
hold a VTS System for monitoring of large sea areas and the VTS System must have 
proper sensors e.g. radar, AIS (Automatic Identification System), CCTV (Closed-
Circuit Television), weather measuring stations etc.  

Over the years VTS Systems and sensors have been developed and improved. 
Originally the VTS System comprised of a shore-based radar set and means for radio 
communication. The radar image would later on be presented in an ENC (Electronic 
Navigational Chart) and the radar was also equipped with ARPA (Automatic Radar 
Plotting Aid) which made it possible for the VTS Operator to predict the upcoming 
movements of the Vessels in the VTS Area without manual calculations. The 
introduction of the AIS (Automatic Identification System) in the 1990´s made it possible 
for the VTS Operator not only to discover upcoming potentially dangerous situations 
but also to see the names and call signs of the vessels that were involved in the 
situations. AIS also increased situational awareness, both on the ships side and on the 
shore side, since it depicted the vessels and their movements much more clear then 
what was the case with only radar. 

On the Vessels´ side the development of technology was similar. Instead of using 
paper charts and visual fixations of lighthouses etc. to determine position and where to 
steer, the ECDIS (Electronic Chart Display and Information System) came into 
common use. The onboard ECDIS and the modern VTS System, both presenting an 
image of the traffic situation in an Electronic Chart, are each other’s equivalents. They 
differ a bit, but basically, they are each other’s match.  

When the ECDIS and the modern VTS system came into common use the 
prerequisites for Data Exchange and Information Sharing was fulfilled. Several EU co-
financed Projects as MonaLisa, MonaLisa 2.0 and STM (Sea Traffic Management) 
Validation started to explore the possibilities to strengthen Efficiency, Safety and 
Environmental Protection by means of the sharper Situation Awareness made possible 
through Data Exchange and Information Sharing. 
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2 PURPOSE AND INTENDED READERSHIP 

The purpose of the present work is to point out how the new forms of STM information 
sharing can be brought in to daily VTS work. To provide a clear and traceable 
structure each one of the five new STM features is introduced in its own STM VTS 
SOP. The overarching STM VTS SOP Interdependence has been drawn up to explain 
the relations between the five STM VTS SOPs. This work also aims to give guidance 
in how to merge the STM VTS SOPs in to already existing national regular VTS SOPs. 

The present work aims to provide VTS Supervisors, VTS Instructors, VTS Managers 
and VTS Authorities in general with guidance on how Data Exchange and Information 
Sharing by means of STM functionality can be utilized in a VTS context. The aim is not 
to present complete step by step instructions on how to carry out the processes but a 
higher-level overview. A more detailed work instruction to be used in daily operations 
must be done locally, in cooperation with the respective VTS System manufacturer 
and approved by the VTS Authority. 

Nor does this work aim to establish a rigid set of rules to follow for anyone planning to 
purchase a STM compatible VTS system. It should rather be regarded as a flexible 
example of how to insert STM VTS SOPs into an already existing structure of national 
regular SOPs.  
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3 DEFINITIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS 

3.1 Different formats for routes   

A concept that needs to be clear in this work is the route.  Basically, a route is a route 
regardless of it is presentation method or format. It will always be a route connecting 
two places with intercepting lines and waypoints. But in this context, it is particularly 
necessary to be able to distinguish between four types of expressing a route.  

1. The basic route, just any route. It describes the way from point A to point B, in 
any other format than RTZ, including a line drawn on a paper chart and files 
from ECDIS in proprietary file formats. Assumed to be originated from the 
Vessel or its representative. 

2. The RTZ route is a route expressed in the Route plan exchange format - RTZ, 
independent of which RTZ version used. This Route Plan Exchange Format is 
based on standardizing a single route plan (IEC 61174 v.4 Annex S.1). The 
latest schema files can be retrieved from http://cirm.org/rtz/index.html. When 
writing, available versions was the original 1.0 and Publicly Available 
Specification (PAS) 1.2, which incorporates version 1.1 that was developed, 
implemented and tested by participants in the STM project.  

3. As a generic idea, the RTZ has a need to ensure that there is a possibility to 
keep extensions from different manufacturers in single file (IEC 61174 v.4 
Annex S.4.1). The STM Route is written in RTZ version 1.1 with STM extension 
as defined at https://www.seatrafficmanagement.info/developers-
forum/schemas/ in section “RTZ FORMAT + STM EXTENTION” and can be 
shared by STM compatible Vessels and VTSes. 

4. The simulated route is not originated from the vessels navigation system. The 
vessel is attached to this route by the VTS Operator. The route may origin from 
a VHF call from the Vessel, a descriptive email, or it can be retrieved from a 
Route Library based on the experiential assumptions how certain vessels travel 
in certain areas, AIS track history etc. The simulated routes are used to enable 
the VTS Operator to surveil that the Vessel follows its expected route even 
without the Vessel´s precise digital route plan.    

3.2 Definitions and clarifications in general 

Automatic Identification System – Radio modem that automatically exchanges static 
(identity) and dynamic (navigation) data between ships.  

Cross-Track Distance – The distance that a ship can deviate from its monitored route 
line before having alert. Defined in RTZ. See also VTS-defined XTD. 

ECDIS - Electronic Chart Display and Information System. In this on board computer 
information from AIS, radar and possibly other sensors are gathered and displayed in 
an Electronic Chart. The ECDIS is today´s main aid to navigation. The same computer 
is usually used for sending and receiving Voyage Plans. It is not necessarily done in 
the same process as where the navigation calculations are carried out but in the same 
computer. A route received from the VTS can easily be used in the ECDIS process. 
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Fairway Library – Database containing pre-made routes e.g. routes used by pilots.  

Information Service (INS) – An information service is a service to ensure that 
essential information becomes available in time for onboard navigational decision-
making. See IALA VTS Manual for exact definition. 

Monitoring - In conjunction with VTS the word monitoring is equivalent to surveilling. 
On board the meaning of “monitoring” may also indicate the route that the Vessel is 
following for the moment. This is the route that “has been taken in to monitoring” in the 
Vessels ECDIS.  

Navigational Assistance Service (NAS) – Navigational Assistance Service is a 
service to assist onboard navigational decision-making and to monitor its effects. See 
IALA VTS Manual for exact definition. 

RTZ – Route plan exchange format. Route plan exchange is used in conjunction with 
ECDIS to IEC 61174 (RTZ version 1.0) and IEC PAS XXXXX (RTZ version 1.2). The 
route plan exchange format is based on standardizing a route plan. A route plan 
consists of waypoints where each waypoint contains information related to the leg from 
the previous waypoint. The route exchange format is a file – RTZ – containing an XML 
coded version of the route plan. RTZ XML schemas are defined by CIRM listed at  

http://www.cirm.org/rtz/index.html 

Schedule - The estimated timing of a voyage, i.e. ETA/ETD of waypoints, speed on 
legs, etc. 

Sea Traffic Management – A concept based on data Exchange and Information 
Sharing. The bearing beam is the idea of that if all actors´ (in this work ships´) 
intentions are communicated it will promote Efficiency, Safety and Environmental 
Protection in maritime shipping. 

Ship Reporting System – SRS aims to keep a vigilant eye on the sea traffic. In cases 
of rendering help, the systems enable to give pieces of information about navigational 
hazards, medical advice, directing the closest ship towards the vessel in peril, and 
defining the area of searching SRS may be voluntary or obligatory. 

Standard Operational Procedure – The documentation governing the VTS service. It 
defines everything pertaining the management, development and operations of a VTS. 

STM Balt Safe – An EU co-financed project in which the present work has been 
written. The STM Balt Safe Project is a follow up project following MonaLisa, MonaLisa 
2.0 and STM Validation Project aiming to implement findings from previous projects. 

STM Compliance implies that ships are equipped with STM compatible bridge 
systems or VTS with STM compatible VTS systems. 

Traffic Organization Service – A Traffic Organization Service is a service to prevent 
the development of dangerous maritime traffic situations and to provide for the safe 
and efficient movement of vessel traffic within the VTS area. See IALA VTS Manual for 
exact definition 
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Vessel – When the word Vessel is mentioned in this work it usually refers to a ship or 
Vessel navigating, or planning to navigate, in the VTS Area. The word Vessel also 
refers to the ship´s captain and crew. E.g. if it reads in the text that “the Vessel shares 
its Voyage Plan with the VTS” it means that the Captain or someone authorized by the 
Captain sends the Voyage Plan to the VTS by means of the Vessel´s ECDIS. 

Vessel Traffic Services - VTS – are shore-side systems which range from the 
provision of simple information messages to ships, such as position of other traffic or 
meteorological hazard warnings, to extensive management of traffic within a port or 
waterway. 

Voyage Plan – A representation of the planned way to get from point A to point B, 
consisting of a list of waypoints (geometry) and information associated with the legs 
between waypoints, plus a Schedule, describing the planned time axis of a ships 
voyage. 

VTS Area – Area in territorial waters in which VTS is provided to the merchant fleet. 

VTS Authority – The national authority responsible for delivering Vessel Traffic 
Services. 

VTS-defined XTD – XTD (Cross Track Distance) that is defined by the VTSO. The 
XTD is relative to the route line. The opposite is when the XTD is defined by the 
Vessel´s captain. 

VTS Instructor – Person involved in training of VTS Operators and/or Supervisors. 

VTS Operator – The Watch keeping person in the VTS. In general terms there are two 
different ways of recruiting VTS Operators. Either you employ ships officers and give 
them a fairly short VTS Operators training often about one or two months or you 
employ persons with little or no seagoing experience and train them for a longer period 
perhaps about a year. The main task of the VTS Operator is to monitor sea traffic and 
to prevent maritime accidents by giving Vessels Information, Advice etc. 

VTS Supervisor - VTS Centres surveilling large VTS Areas or Ports often divide their 
Areas into different Sectors having one VTS Operator responsible for each Sector. A 
VTS Supervisor is the leader for a shift of VTS Operators. 

VTS System - In the context of this work VTS System refers to the system used by the 
VTS Operator when surveilling sea traffic. In this work it is also assumed that this 
system is STM compatible i.e. it holds the possibility to share Voyage Plans with the 
Vessels in the RTZ format.  

Waypoint - A position marking the intersection between two legs in a Voyage Plan. 
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4 ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

AIS - Automatic Identification System 

ARPA - Automatic Radar Plotting Aid 

CIRM – Comité International Radio-Maritime  

CPA – Closest Point of Approach 

CQS – Close Quarter Situation 

ECDIS - Electronic Chart Display and Information System 

GOFREP - Gulf of Finland Reporting scheme (supported by the VTS’s in the Gulf of 
Finland) 

IALA - International Association of Lighthouse Authorities and Aids to Navigation 

INS - Information Service 

NAS - Navigational Assistance Service 

OOW – Officer on Watch 

REGSOP - Regular Standard Operational Procedure 

REGSOP MIX - Regular Standard Operational Procedure Mix. (A STM VTS SOP 
mixed in to REGSOP.) 

RTZ - Route Plan Exchange Format 

SOP - Standard Operational Procedure 

SRS – Ship Reporting System 

STM - Sea Traffic Management 

STM VTS SOP – SOPs developed in the STM Balt Safe Project to be fitted in to 
REGSOPs. 

TCPA – Time to Closest Point of Approach 

TOS - Traffic Organization Service 

TSS – Traffic Separation Scheme 

VHF – Very High Frequency, radio frequency range. Common way of communicating 
ship to VTS. 

VTS – Vessel Traffic Services 

VTSO - Vessel Traffic Service Operator 

XTD – Cross-Track Distance 
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5 STANDARD OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 

To both describe and explain a process and to provide a user of a process with step 
by step instructions on how to conduct the process, SOPs (Standard Operational 
Procedures) are often formed. The overall aim of a Standard is to promote efficiency, 
uniformity and quality output. Reducing miscommunication between, or within, 
processes is also within the scope when forming SOPs. 

5.1 Standard Operational Procedures in VTS 

When forming Standard Operational Procedures for VTS, IALA gives guidance in G 
1141 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR VESSEL TRAFFIC SERVICES and in 
RO127 (V 127) - VTS OPERATIONS. In general IALA distinguishes between internal 
(e.g. staffing, managing, equipment etc.) and external procedures (e.g. participating 
Vessels, allied services such as Pilots etc.) A distinction is also made between routine 
and emergency procedures. The STM VTS SOPs (below) are meant to be add-ons to 
be inserted where applicable.  

 

5.2 STM VTS SOPs  

In all we bring in five new processes based on the concept of information sharing to 
the VTS context. Each process is described in its own Flow Chart (see sections 6.3 to 
6.7) and the processes are named STM VTS SOP followed by a name describing what 
is in the particular process e.g. Route Crosscheck.  
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6 THE STM VTS SOPs DEPICTED IN FLOW CHARTS 

The five STM VTS SOPs describe and explain the processes of Route Crosscheck, 
Route Proposals, Route Corridor Deviations, Close Quarter Situations and Predicted 
Rendezvous. STM VTS SOP INTERDEPENDENCE is presented to indicate where, 
when and by whom each of the five is to be utilized during a Vessel´s sea voyage.  

6.1 How to read the Flow Charts 

All of the Flow Charts should be read from left to right to catch the timely flow. Looking 
at the Flow Charts from top to bottom will indicate who is doing what in the processes. 
Basically there are three “doers” the Vessel´s Officers, the VTS Operator and the VTS 
System. 

Whatever action is done, is described within boxes in the charts. Should the box be 
framed with a solid black line, it indicates that the action is to be taken by the VTS 
Operator. Any solid black line leading to an “action box” is something that the VTS 
Operator must pay attention to, and the same goes for a solid black line leaving the 
“action box”. The dashed framed boxes and lines indicate that this is information 
exchange, or processing, between “machines”. 

In several places in the STM VTS SOPs the black solid line will end in a green box 
with white text reading “REGULAR SOP”. This indicates that the VTSO now must deal 
with the situation e.g. a Close Quarter Situation in accordance with the regular SOPs 
of his or her VTS. 

 

6.2 STM VTS SOP INTERDEPENDENCE 

INTERDEPENDENCE has four different timely phases, Preparatory Measures, 
Activating Measures, Monitoring Measures and Releasing Measures. The phases 
follow the sea voyage of a vessel in the sequence of pre-entering, entering, monitoring 
(when the vessel is navigating through the area) and leaving the VTS area. It should 

Figure 1 STM VTS SOP INTERDEPENDENCE 
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be noted that INTERDEPENDENCE can describe either an inbound or an outbound 
Vessel´s voyage. Preparatory measures can be made outside the VTS area or at berth 
or anchorage within the VTS Area. Activating Measures can be carried out when the 
Vessel is about to enter the VTS area from sea or when it is about to leave a berth or 
an anchorage within the VTS Area.  

6.3 STM VTS SOP Route Crosscheck 

To have any kind of Data Exchange and Information Sharing there must be at 
least two computers and something to share between them. In our case the two 
computers are the ECDIS of the Vessel and the VTS System of the VTS. What is 
to be shared is the Voyage Plan of the Vessel. If this is not done the rest of the 
processes (6.4 – 6.7) falls. 

The Vessel must first make an active choice to share their Voyage Plan with the VTS. 
Having received the Voyage Plan the VTS System will automatically perform a Route 
Crosscheck. What criteria are to be checked may vary, but at least the safety check 
should assure that the Vessel´s route does not conflict with depth of navigable water, 
other geographical constraints, sailing free heights under bridges, off shore 
installations and that it does not cross any prohibited areas.  

The second part of the route cross check is carried out manually by the VTS Operator, 
usually done shortly before the Vessel starts navigating in the VTS Area. The manual 
route check carried out by the VTS Operator is made to ensure that no temporary 
obstacles affects the safe passage of the Vessel, i.e. works in progress in the fairway, 
fairways blocked by deep draft vessels, ice etc. (For further explanation of Manual 
Route Crosscheck see ANNEX A). 

 

 

Figure 2 STM VTS SOP Route Crosscheck 
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6.4 STM VTS SOP Route Proposals 

If deemed necessary the VTS Operator can send a route proposal to the Vessel for 
the Ship´s Officers to review in their ECDIS. (How this proposed route is prepared is 
explained in ANNEX B RTZ Route Proposal Preparation Procedure. This Annex 
corresponds to the brown action box with white text in the picture above.) 

If the Vessel agrees with the proposed route the process proceeds with the previously 
described STM VTS SOP Route Crosscheck. If there are no other inaccuracies 
discovered the Vessel can take the route in to monitoring and start navigating through 
the VTS Area. If the Vessel does not agree with the proposed route, they must present 
a solution of their own. In the end the Captain of the Vessel is always responsible for 
the safe navigation of his or hers ship. 

6.5 STM VTS SOP Route Corridor Deviations 

 

Figure 4 STM VTS SOP Route Corridor Deviations 

Figure 3 STM VTS SOP Route proposals 
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When a route has been crosschecked and the Vessel starts to monitor it the VTS 
System will automatically surveil if the Vessel follows its route. Should the Vessel 
deviate from the route and exceed the preset Route Corridor limits the VTS Operator 
will be alerted. 

It should be noted that the XTD (Cross Track Distance), i.e. the width of the corridor, is 
initially set in the Voyage Plan by the Vessel. If the VTS Operator deems the XTD 
inappropriate it is possible for the VTS Operator to change the values. (See the action 
box with the text “Defines the parameters used (VTS-XTD, planned XTD, else)”. 

Should the VTSO be alerted of a Vessel leaving its intended route he or she must act 
in accordance with REGULAR SOPs. 

6.6 STM VTS SOP Close Quarter Situations 

 

Figure 5 STM VTS SOP Close Quarter Situations 

When two or more STM compatible Vessels are navigating in the VTS Area it is 
possible to calculate their CPA (Closest Point of Approach) based on the Voyage 
Plans that they have submitted. In opposite of when only the Vessels´ present course 
and speed can be exploited as base for CPA calculations this enables foreseeing of 
dangerous situations much further in advance. 

The transparent arrow with the text “Exploiting only actual RTZ” indicates that the VTS 
System only takes Voyage Plans that have been shared between the Vessels and the 
VTS in account. The STM VTS SOP Close Quarter Situations is likely to be feasible to 
use in fairly open waters. In the next section we will deal with meetings in narrow 
waters. 

Again, if the VTS Operator is notified by the VTS System of a possibly dangerous 
upcoming situation he or she must act in accordance with REGULAR SOP. 
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6.7 STM VTS SOP Predicted Rendezvous 

 

Figure 6 STM VTS SOP Predicted Rendezvous 

The purpose of Predicted Rendezvous is to detect meetings between Vessels in areas 
that are deemed unappropriate for meetings. Should the VTS System spot an 
upcoming meeting in such a place it will warn the VTSO who is to follow REGULAR 
SOPs. 

6.8 How to insert the STM VTS SOPs into Regular SOPs 

Nothing in the STM VTS SOPs presented here is meant to replace any ordinary, 
robust VTS work that has stood the test of time. What is brought here is meant to 
supplement everyday VTS work with the possibilities to work proactive that Data 
Exchange and Information Sharing enables. The STM VTS SOPs have been produced 
with the aim to be easy to insert in to an already existing set of SOPs. They have also 
been designed to be fairly easy to adjust if they do not match the process of one 
particular VTS System manufacturer or VTS Authority´s working methods. The reason 
for this sought flexibility is to make the STM VTS SOPs feasible for all types of VTSes, 
regardless of type of service rendered or VTS System used. The Flow Chart below 
depicts a fictitious REGULAR SOP over the process of provision of Vessel Traffic 
Services. In the third box from left on the VTS layer it reads “Monitors Traffic Flow”. In 
the next box it reads “Notices anomaly in vessels movement and contacts the Vessel”. 
As visualized by the light brown arrows “STM VTS SOP Route Corridor Deviations, 
STM VTS SOP Close Quarter Situations and STM VTS SOP Rendezvous Predictions” 
have been added as support to this box. Looking further to the right the “STM VTS 
SOP Route Proposals” has been added to provide an extra tool when delivering NAS 
(Navigational Assistance Service) or TOS (Traffic Organization Service).  Should the 
VTS System not hold the Route Proposals functionality or if the applicable VTS 
Authority for some reason do not want to make use of this feature, it can easily be 
excluded. 

Figure 7 REGSOP MIX Provision of Vessel Traffic Services 
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Below you will find another fictitious example of an already existing SOP. This one 
concerns Vessels navigating in the Gulf of Finland reporting area. Since navigating in 
this area is done in large open waters that are regulated by TSS (Traffic Separation 
Scheme) the fictitious VTS Authority has decided that the proper STM VTS SOPs to 
use here are “STM VTS SOP Route Corridor Deviations” and “STM VTS SOP Close 
Quarter Situations”. 

 

Figure 8 REGSOP MIX Gofrep 
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ANNEX A MANUAL ROUTE CROSSCHECK  

The purpose of the manual route check is to ensure that nothing has occurred at the 
last minute before the Vessel starts its voyage through the VTS Area. Even though the 
Vessel´s intended route has been checked automatically both by the VTS System and 
the ECDIS, it is possible that something has emerged, such as a Search and Rescue 
Operation, dredging in the fairways, adverse weather conditions etc. that might 
jeopardize the safe passage of the Vessel. It can also be the case, that the 
automatically pre-checked and intended route for some reason is not attached to the 
Vessel or that the route, however pre-checked and found safe does not take the 
Vessel to the predetermined berth due to e.g. changes in plans at the terminal. What is 
to be included in the Manual Route is up to the VTS Operator´s experience and 
depending on local conditions. Most likely the Manual Route Check should include: 

 Is the Vessel attached to the proper Route in the VTS System? 

 Will this route take the Vessel to the intended destination (usually a berth but 

could be an anchorage, Rendezvous point for bunkering, pilot boarding position 

etc.)? 

 Is the berth available? 

 Does the Vessel intend to follow a Route usually used by vessels of its type? 

 Following (by eye) the Vessels Route, are there any hindrances in the fairway? 
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ANNEX B RTZ ROUTE PROPOSAL PREPARATION 
PROCEDURE 

The actual sending of a route proposal to a Vessel is not very complicated. What to 
send, how to choose the route that is to be sent might be trickier. Basically there are 
three alternatives to choose from: 

1. If the Vessel has submitted a route only planned to the Pilot boarding position 
or if the Vessel has not shared any route at all it might be feasible for the VTS 
Operator to send a pre-made route fetched from a suitable Fairway Library. 

2. Should the Vessel have done a flawless planning of their voyage but some last 
minute change is necessary to make, e.g. go to another boarding position, 
anchorage etc. then the VTS Operator can make the adjustments in the 
Vessel´s route and send it back to the Vessel. 

3. A third way to choose a route to send to a Vessel for the VTS Operator is to 
fabricate one of his or hers own. This might be feasible if a Vessel is to shift 
between two anchorages, go to an unusual position for hull cleaning or make 
any other movement that does not happen very often. 

Regardless of what route is sent to the Vessel the STM VTS SOP Route Crosscheck 
is to be followed before the Vessel takes a new route in to monitoring. All other safety 
measures on board the Vessel e.g. safety check of the route in the Vessels ECDIS 
must be carried out as well. In the end the Captain is always responsible for the safe 
navigation of his or hers ship. 
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Using STM to increase BALTic Sea SAFEty 

 

Making the Baltic Sea even safer by improving the situational awareness 
on ships and shore, building tools that automate work and provide 

decision support to prevent risk situations and accidents. 

  

Making STM happen! 

 

SAFETY - ENVIRONMENT - EFFICIENCY  

 

 

 
Swedish Maritime Administration ◦ VTS Finland ◦ Estonian Maritime Administration ◦ 
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